Describing Places: My neighborhood

Y/N Questions:
1. Do you like your neighborhood?
2. Is your neighborhood convenient?
3. Is your neighborhood clean?
4. Is your neighborhood modern?
5. Is there a park in your neighborhood?
6. Is there a nice restaurant in your neighborhood?
7. Are there many places to drink in your neighborhood?
8. Are there many shopping centers in your neighborhood?
9. Can you ride a bike around your neighborhood?
10. Can you see a lot of flowers in your neighborhood?

Discussion Questions:
1. Could you tell me about your neighborhood?
2. What do you like or dislike about your neighborhood?
3. What can people do in your neighborhood?
4. Could you recommend a good place to visit in your neighborhood?
5. How long have you been living there?
6. Where would you like to live in the future?
7. Could you tell me about your hometown?
8. How is your current neighborhood different from your previous neighborhood?
9. How has your city or neighborhood changed since you were a child?
10. If you could change one thing about your neighborhood, what would it be?